divisive personality reminds me of a graduate school seminar in which one of my fellow students, a non-Mormon, compared Johnson’s autobiography to her papers and found considerable dissonance between the two. The autobiography is a much sexier, embellished story. Why does Johnson’s document get privileged?

It is a good thing that the Joseph Smith Papers are being prepared for publication. With increasingly high-profile Latter-day Saints in politics, national polls and publications are suggesting deep-seated fears and prejudices against Mormonism. All of this should compel us to consider one of the most critical issues in American religious history: the nature of revealed religion in a democracy (or the nature of democracy for believers in revealed religion). Those who want to know for themselves about these critical issues in American religious history will need alternative sources for their inquiry than this book.

—Steven C. Harper

*Nineteenth-Century Saints at War*, edited by Robert C. Freeman (Provo, Utah: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 2006)

Robert C. Freeman, director of the Saints at War project at Brigham Young University, and colleague Dennis A. Wright have published two previous volumes that focus on the experiences of Latter-day Saints during World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War. This present publication focuses on the nineteenth-century wartime experiences of Latter-day Saints.

*Nineteenth-Century Saints at War* is a collaborative effort involving several scholars. Andrew C. Skinner provides an excellent analysis of Latter-day Saint doctrines and principles as they pertain to war and peace. Larry C. Porter discusses Latter-day Saint involvement in the Mexican-American War. Lieutenant Colonel Sherman L. Fleek (United States Army, retired) provides an overview of the causes and the impact of the Utah War. David F. Boone writes about the Civil War, including Joseph Smith’s prophecy of that war. James I. Mangum gives an interesting account of Latter-day Saints in the Spanish-American and Philippine Wars.

The editor provides a brief introduction to each war and also entertaining sidebars, which highlight significant individuals and places associated with each war. For example, one fascinating sidebar focuses on Charles Henry Wilcken, a former member of the Prussian Army who arrived in the United States in 1857 and joined Johnston’s Army. Captured by Lot Smith’s cavalry in Wyoming, Wilcken eventually joined the Church and went on to serve as a bodyguard for two Church presidents (89).

Notes at the end of each chapter will lead the interested reader to further reading. The book is well illustrated with over forty photographs and paintings. Many readers will likely be unfamiliar with the interesting artwork, which comes from both museums and private collections.

This work provides a good overview of the nineteenth-century Latter-day Saint wartime experience in one convenient volume. It succeeds in placing the Church experience against the broader American experience as it relates to war.

—J. Michael Hunter